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New Inventions
Some things that were invented in this period: 
• Motor car 1885; muffler 1897; Tractor 1892 
• Bottle cap 1892 
• Medical gloves 1894; X-rays 1895 
• London sewer system 1865; Melbourne 1897 
• Water supply 100,000 homes by 1900 
• Electricity used for lighting & power trams 1890s 
• First powered flight 1903 
• Plastic 1905 
• Assembly line 1908 
“Everything that can be invented has been invented” Charles 
Duell, 1899



 Gentlemen's Motoring Party - Outside Duggan’s 
Livery Stables, Castlemaine, Victoria, circa 1911



The Melbourne Electric Supply Co Ltd 
circa 1910



Melbourne Telephone 1892



Source: Maddison Database



Australia becoming mature

Australia Industry at Federation

Agriculture Transport Mining
Manufacturing Dwellings Construction
Other Industries Government Other services



Exports more diversified  
but Wool still dominates

https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/rdp/2014/pdf/rdp2014-01.pdf

https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/rdp/2014/pdf/rdp2014-01.pdf


Overview: What Happened

• Baring Bank crisis 1890 
• Largest Banking Crisis Ever in Australia 

followed 
• Dramatic down-turn and almost two decades 

of lost growth 
• Federation Drought (1891 to 1903) 
• Federation on 01/01/1901 
• WWI started 1914
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Immigrants stayed after Gold Rush

https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/rdp/2014/pdf/rdp2014-01.pdf

https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/rdp/2014/pdf/rdp2014-01.pdf


Australia Population

• Risk the fast growth of population from gold 
rush will be reversed (Ghost Town) 

• Average Annual growth rate 1850-1890 5% per 
year 

• Average growth 1890-1914 much lower: 2% 
• But not reversed!



A Decade of Lost Growth
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What we need to explain

• 8 years of declining per capita income. 
• Strikes in 1890 and 1891 and 1892 (great maritime strike, 

shearers’ strike and Broken Hill strike) 
• Wave of bankruptcies (1891: 16 small banks in Victoria; 1892: 

133 limited companies in Victoria) 
• Banking crisis 1893 (Federal Bank collapses, bank runs and 

trading halt for many institutions; 5 day Bank Holiday in Vic) 
• Other countries were hit as well  

– GDP of Argentina  -11% in 1890; USA: -5% in 1894 
• The sad difference: 

– Australia slow recovery after 1894. 
– Another 10 years to get back to 1890 levels.



Why so bad in Australia?

• Australia got hit so badly because an external 
crisis hit a vulnerable Australia.  

• The recovery was so slow because of (among 
other things)  
– internal imbalances,  
– the drought,  
– the way the debt crisis was handled and  
– fixed exchange rates.



A Bubble in the Making

• A city block in Melbourne almost doubled in 
value in a couple of months in late 1887 

• The average value of land in Sydney increased 
by more than 80% from 1880-1884 

• Developers promoted grand lifestyle for the 
middle and working class  

• But more land released – depressing rental 
yields 

• Low rental yields



Fall in retail prices largely due to rent 
40 per cent of retail prices





Gold Rush and Melbourne

•  the Gold Rush of the 1850s which transformed 
Melbourne from a city of 75,000 people to over 500,000 
ten years later. 

• The amount of gold found equates to 2 per cent of the 
gold ever mined globally and would be worth around 
nine billion dollars in today’s terms. 

•  So there were a number of people with huge amounts of 
money to invest. Coupled with an influx of investment 
from the UK it drove enormous growth in construction 
and speculation 

• By 1889 the value of land in parts of central Melbourne 
was as high as in London.

https://bluenotes.anz.com/posts/2017/09/on-history-and-breaking-into-your-own-bank
https://www.visitvictoria.com/Regions/Goldfields/Things-to-do/History-and-heritage/Gold-rush-history
https://www.visitvictoria.com/Regions/Goldfields/Things-to-do/History-and-heritage/Gold-rush-history
https://www.visitvictoria.com/Regions/Goldfields/Things-to-do/History-and-heritage/Gold-rush-history
https://www.visitvictoria.com/Regions/Goldfields/Things-to-do/History-and-heritage/Gold-rush-history










ANZ Melbourne 1880



The Bank of Victoria



The Biggest Financial Crisis Ever

• In November 1890 the Baring Bank in London went 
under because of its excessive risk-taking and poor 
investments in Argentina 

• There was a fear that the whole British banking system 
could have collapsed 

• A fund of all the other banks guaranteeing Baring’s debts 
prevented this from happening 

• Banks became much more cautious investing in Australia 
(similar situation as Argentina, but also US and Canada) 

• Interest rates for Australian foreign loans went up and 
investment in new projects from abroad stalled



Australia Vulnerable

• While having prevented a Dutch disease outcome during the 
gold rush Australia (mostly VIC) had run up a debt fuelled bubble 

• Expectations of increasing profits let to expansion of pastoral 
activities beyond suitable land 

• At the same time a huge construction boom took place in 
Victoria: 
– government debt funded 
– with the expectation of an ever expanding urban economy 
– and cheap funds (i.e. investment) from overseas. 

• Wages, prices and government debt had increased to dangerous 
levels







Anatomy of a Debt Crisis

• A government has run up some serious debt 
• A shock either reduces revenues or increases cost of debt 

(here Baring crisis increases interest rates) 
• The higher cost increases the required moneys to service 

existing debt. 
– either with more debt (dangerous as it further increases 

servicing cost leading to default) 
– or with radical cuts to expenditure 

• Cuts to expenditure dampen the economy and reduce 
GDP 
– less revenue and even more radical cuts become necessary 
– induces a depression



Now a Foreign Debt Crisis



A Banking Crisis

• Australian financial sector had grown rapidly without much 
regulation 

• Expectations of ever rising house and commodity prices 
•  Expectation that almost any investment would come off - Very risky 

loans. 
• Bubble was fuelled by influx of capital from abroad and profitable 

extensions of land 
• Once both stopped, defaults on loans occurred 
• Companies went under, banks got into trouble 
• Bank runs and credit freeze - Banking system cannot serve its 

purpose anymore 
• Profitable investments cannot be made - reduction in output



Property Crash Came in 1891

• In the suburb of Prahran, prices peaked at an average 
of more than £1000 per property in 1888 and fell to 
£520 by 1898. 

• Brighton, average property values peaked at about 
£950 in 1888 and then fell to about £400 in 1893 and 
£300 in 1898 

• Collins Street, sites for which £2000 a foot had been 
earlier rejected by vendors, were now being offered 
for £600 a foot  

https://www.afr.com/wealth/the-great-australian-property-crash-of-1891-why-
it-could-happen-again-20151207-glh724

https://www.afr.com/wealth/the-great-australian-property-crash-of-1891-why-it-could-happen-again-20151207-glh724
https://www.afr.com/wealth/the-great-australian-property-crash-of-1891-why-it-could-happen-again-20151207-glh724


Many Building Societies Closed Doors



Bank Panic Starts in Earnest

• Real GDP falls by 10% in 1892 and another 7% 
in 1893 

• Mortgage defaults and bank runs led to 54 
banks and building societies to close their 
doors  

• 60% permanently



Why Was Recovery So Slow?

• Other countries had similar crises but bounced 
back rather quickly (by 1895 a new era of 
growth started) 
–What are the reasons for this? 
– A very complex question!!!! 
– Clearly the Federation drought played a role 
– but also some other factors.





Impact of the Drought

• Drought slowed down the recovery 
– Number of sheep fell by half between 1892 and 1903 

(106 to 54 million) 
– Wool production declined by 36% in the same time 
– Diversification made it less bad than it could have been 
– Drought adjusted rural production still falls until 1896 

• So there must have been more than the drought



Serious Imbalances

• Balance sheets had to be rebalanced 
• Households - negatively impacted by decline in land, 

house and share prices and loss or freeze of deposits 
– deterioration of demand 
–  rebalancing was slow as labour demand was low 

• Firms (including banks) - many bankruptcies but also 
lots of firms in trouble 
– deterioration in the labour market and low investment 

• Government -bad fiscal position did not allow for 
stimulus 
– contraction instead - further reduction in demand



How Australia Dealt with Debt Crisis

• Often if a debt crisis hits: 
– governments would negotiate rescheduling of debt that reduced 

interest rates and longer horizons for repayment 
– This is some kind of a middle way between default and paying back 

• Positive: Some relief and so reduction of spending does not 
have to be so severe 

• Negative: reputation effects, securing future lending becomes 
more difficult and more expensive 

• Argentina was able to reschedule and rebounded quickly 
• Australia did not even try (probably because of the strong links 

to Britain)



How Australia dealt with the Debt Crisis

• Another way of reducing the pain in a debt crisis is 
devaluation of the currency 
– prices of imports rise 
– domestic demand shifts to locally produced goods 

• Hard with a fixed exchange-rate system but doable: 
– Argentina introduced a dual currency system with adding 

a paper peso they flooded the country with 
– This worked well (at least for a while) 

• Australia did not do this and probably could not as 
there was no Australian government yet.



Opening of First Parliament  
9 May 1901 

1901

Tom Roberts, Melbourne Exhibition Hall



The Opening, Commonwealth Parliament, 
Charles Nuttall 1901-1902



Federation

• In the short run federation did not have much 
economic impact 

• as it took some time until the Commonwealth 
government was established. 

• Originally, not much more than the mail service. 
• Only real power early on was setting a FTA 

internally and a joint tariff externally: 
• the highest among the states (Vic) was chosen, 
• but the impact was small.



A Quick Aside on Free Trade

• Joe Hockey speech in US: 
• “Protectionism was a short-term solution that would not 

solve the flaws in the global trading system” 
• "Being open to the world made America great in the first 

place; it will keep you great” 
• “Free trade brings nations, with differing cultures, closer 

together. History proves that economic isolationism is a 
precursor for war” 

• “If a nation becomes economically isolated then history 
proves it can end up accelerating domestic 
nationalism fuelling outward facing aggression”



Summary

• In the 1890s Australia was hit by a negative shock 
• It exposed some of the imbalances 
• Led to a depression 
• A bursting housing, land and share price bubble 
• Combined with debt and banking crises led to a 

decade of lost growth 
• It took 20 years to get back to 1890 per capita 

income.



Summary

• In this episode Australia also lost its edge in productivity 
that made it the richest country in the world at around 
1890 

• This is the only period when the world-economy did well 
but Australia did not. 

• So has Australia become a victim of the resource curse 
after all? 

• In the very long term the answer is no; 
• but for Australians in the 20 years after 1890 it looked like 

a curse 
• The depression might have had a strong influence on the 

worker movement and on forming federation



Could Crash Happen Again?

• Two recent contributors 
David Murray – “What people should do is look 
at the 1890s, which was caused by a housing 
land boom. To say it won’t happen and simply 
ignore it is wrong.” 
Stuart Oldfield in AFR “Why the Banking Crisis of 
1893 could happen again”


